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“The Scobee Education Center at San Antonio College”  IN THIS ISSUE 

Hello, again!   

For many years, the staff of the SAC 
planetarium published a monthly 
newsletter highlighting the celestial 
events taking place in the San 
Antonio sky. Inside this modest 
document, planetarium visitors 
could read about the sun and the 
changing seasons, the moon and its 
phases, the location of the visible 
planets, as well as learn about 
various celestial events visible from 
our city and south Texas.  
Additionally, the “Sky Reader,” 
featured the planetarium’s show 
schedule, pricing information, plus a 
simple star chart.  Somewhere in my 
collection of astronomy memorabilia 
I have an old Sky Reader saved from 
a visit to the SAC planetarium in the 
early 1970’s!   
Recently, someone inspired by our 
earlier publications contacted me, 
requesting we consider publicizing 
this document once again.  Great 
idea!  In your hands is the new “Sky 
Reader.”  Its mission and content 
may be similar to days gone by, 
however I’m sure it will evolve and 
grow as new features and articles are 
added.   

As always, your constructive 
comments and suggestions 
regarding this effort are appreciated.  
Welcome to the new “Sky Reader.”  
May it inspire you to discover the 
wonders of the sky!   

The Observatory Telescope 

The Observatory Telescope opens 
each Friday evening, weather 
permitting, for free views of the 
Moon, planets or stars.  The 
telescope is available following the 
completion of our 9:00 PM program. 

 

September Sun & Moon 
Discover what the Sun and Moon are 
doing in the September skies, rise and 
set times for each, plus moon phases 
and more.   

Page 2 

September Planets 
Learn more about the Earth and 
the five visible planets.  Which 
planets can be seen in the 
morning or the evening sky? 

Page 3 

Space News 
Astronomical current events. A 
few of the latest discoveries and      
research in space science.   

Page 4 

Special Events 
Are there any extraordinary 
celestial events happening in the 
sky this month? Any meteor    
showers or eclipses? 

Page 6 

Scobee Planetarium Schedule 

Show Information 
What’s showing at the 
Scobee Education Center 
Planetarium?  What are the 
hours, prices, show times 
and schedule of public 
shows?    

Page 7 

Monthly Star Chart 
Monthly Star Chart – A basic star chart 
showing the monthly bright stars and 
constellations.   

Page 5

The Sky Reader Returns! 
by Bob Kelley 
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SEPTEMBER 
SUN 

 Although summer’s heat is reluctant 
to recede, the “seasonal tide” is 
starting to turn as fall approaches.    
The Earth reaches the “Autumnal 
Equinox,” one of the four seasonal 
points in its orbit around the Sun, on 
Wednesday, September 23rd at 
3:21am.  For San Antonio and the 
rest of the Northern Hemisphere this 
date marks the astronomical 
beginning of fall.  The autumnal 
equinox also brings a balance 
between daylight and darkness.  
Gone are the 14 hours of summer 
sunshine. The fall equinox Sun 
spends approximately 12 hours 
above the horizon and 12 hours 
below.   The amount of time our star 
is above the horizon continues to 
diminish.  

On September 1st, our star spends 12 
hours and 46 minutes in the daytime 
sky.  By month’s end, the amount of 
possible sunshine drops to 11 hours 
and 56 minutes – a decrease of 50 
minutes.   Not only is the amount of 
time our star spends in the sky 
changing, the Sun is no longer quite 
as high.  During the summer the 
highest we see the Sun above the 
southern horizon at what is called 
“solar noon” is about 84 degrees.  
Remember that figure represents 
degrees of angle, not temperature.  
With autumn’s arrival, the Sun is only 
60 degrees at its greatest elevation 
above the “solar noon” horizon.  This 
decreasing Sun angle becomes even 
more apparent as the fall progresses.  
One other interesting fact associated 
with arrival of the Fall Equinox is the 
point along the horizon that the Sun 
rises and sets.  On both Fall and 
Spring equinoxes the Sun rises due 
east and sets due west.   

SEPTEMBER MOON 

Our lunar companion begins 
September rising during the late 
night hours.  As a waning gibbous, 
the Moon clears the eastern horizon 
progressively later and later each 
night, rising near midnight in the 
stars of Taurus the Bull on 
September 3rd and 4th.  Two nights 
later on the 5th, the Moon reaches 
Last Quarter phase, appearing next 
to Aldebaran, brightest star of 
Taurus.  Thereafter, the Moon glides 
eastward through the early morning 
constellations, diminishing from Last 
Quarter to Waning Crescent.  Look 
for the lunar crescent near the 
brightest of all planets, Venus, prior 
to sunrise on both the 9th and 10th.  
On the morning of the 11th, the 
crescent Moon is located to the right 
of Mars.  On the 12th, an 
exceptionally thin Moon rises with 
Jupiter just before the Sun.  The New 
Moon passes between the Earth and 
Sun on the 13th creating a partial 

solar eclipse on the 13th.  This event 
is not visible from our part of the 
world.   

The Moon returns to our evening sky 
as a thin Waxing Crescent by the 
evening of the 15th and 16th.  With 
each passing evening, the lunar 
crescent grows more pronounced.  
On the evening of the 18th, the thick 
lunar crescent appears next to the 
planet Saturn.  On the 19th, the 
Moon shines above Antares, 
brightest star of Scorpius the 
Scorpion.  First Quarter Moon is 
reached on the 21st.  Moving 
eastward the constellations of the 
zodiac, the Waxing Gibbous Moon 
appears above the stars of the 
“teapot” of Sagittarius on the 22nd.  
The Moon visits Capricornus on the 
23rd and 24th.  Full Moon finds the 
Moon amidst the stars of Pisces on 
the 27th. 

Bob Kelley 

SEPTEMBER MOON PHASES 

Last Quarter Moon – September 5th New Moon – September 13th 

First Quarter Moon – September 21st Full Moon – September 27th 
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NEW EXHIBIT STANDS TALL IN THE EWING 
HALSELL HALL.  INTRODUCING THE Z2 
SPACESUIT 
by Michelle Risse 

Come check out the newest display at the Scobee Education Center, the Z2 
spacesuit. After receiving many positive comments about the Mark III 
spacesuit that was housed at the Scobee Education Center last fall, Dr. Vela 
(President of San Antonio College) authorized a new spacesuit exhibit that 
will become a staple at the Center. The Z2 suit is the newest design of 
spacesuit with the goal of one day being used on Mars. Testing of the suit for 
space use is already underway. Why not take a photo of your friends and 
family in it? Who knows?  We may see you wearing something similar one day 
on the Moon or Mars!  
 

 

SEPTEMBER 
EVENING 
PLANETS 

MERCURY, nearest world to the 
Sun, is in the evening sky during 
early September, but its proximity to 
the southwest horizon makes it very 
challenging to observe.  This elusive 
world is less than a hand’s width 
above the sunset horizon and sets 
within an hour after our star.  By 
mid-September, Mercury descends 
back into the solar glare and is lost 
from view.  Mercury is in conjunction 
with the Sun on Sept 30th and 
thereafter moves into the predawn 
skies for October. 

SATURN, planet with the brightest 
rings, is the evening sky.  Situated 
above the southwest horizon after 
sunset, Saturn is located among the 
stars of the constellation Scorpius 
the Scorpion.  Gleaming yellow-
white in color, the ringed planet is 
found to the right of Antares, the 
orange-red “heart star” of the 
Scorpion.  Look for a crescent Moon 
just above and to the right of Saturn 
on the evening of September 18th.  A 
small telescope easily reveals 
Saturn’s rings and brightest moons.  

Saturn sets in the west near 
midnight.  

SEPTEMBER LATE 
NIGHT AND EARLY 
MORNING PLANETS  

VENUS, brightest of all planets, 
blazes like a diamond above the 
eastern predawn skies of 
September.  Rising about three 
hours before the Sun, brilliant Venus 
dominates the heavens and 
outshines all the other planets and 
stars in the morning sky.  Glowing a 
brilliant white in color, Venus is 
visiting the faintest constellation of 
the zodiac, Cancer the Crab.  Look 
for the crescent Moon and Venus 
together prior to sunrise on the 10th.     

MARS, the orange-red planet, is 
visible in the eastern skies prior to 
sunrise this month.  Clearing the 
eastern horizon near 5:00am, Mars 
glows with a dull red-orange color 
near the stars of Leo the Lion.  Look 
for much dimmer Mars below the 
brilliant sparkle of Venus.  Mars is 
very far from Earth and as a result is 
very small in a telescope.  Look for 
the crescent Moon above Mars prior 
to sunrise on the 10th.  As 

September draws to a close, Mars 
appears alongside Regulus, principal 
star of Leo on the 25th.   

JUPITER, the largest of all the 
planets, emerges out of the solar 
glow and slowly returns to the 
morning sky.  Rising less than an 
hour before our star, the giant planet 
may prove to be too near the horizon 
until late in the month.  As 
September comes to an end, Jupiter 
gleams low in the east beneath both 
Venus and Mars. 

Wishing you clear skies and an early 
autumn! 

Bob Kelley  

 
 

 
New Z2 Spacesuit. Newest design 
for possible use on Mars 
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SPACE NEWS 

by Michelle Risse 

New Farthest Galaxy! 
An international team of 
astronomers, discovered an 
exceptionally luminous galaxy 
more than 13 billion light years 
away. These observations 
confirmed it to be the most 
distant galaxy currently 
measured, setting a new record.  
In astronomy, when you gaze 
upon something that is light years 
away you are seeing that object 
as it was in the past. For example, 
the nearest star to us, Proxima 
Centauri, is 4.2 light years away. 
So when we observe Proxima 
Centauri, we are seeing it as it 
was 4.2 years ago. Since the 
distances in space are so vast, it 
take a long time for light to reach 
us.  

NASA—ESA  
 

So when we observe the sky, we are 
technically looking into the past.  
In the case of the newly discovered 
galaxy, EGS-zs8-1, the galaxy is so 
far away that it appears to be only 
about 100 million years old. The 
observations see EGS-zs8-1 at a time 

when the universe was 

undergoing very important 
changes: the hydrogen between 
galaxies was transitioning from 
an opaque to a transparent state.  
Astronomers hope to continue to 
study EGS-zs8-1 along with other 
possible candidates to help us 
understand what the universe 
was like after the Big Bang and to 
explore the boundaries of our 
Universe.  
 

Up-close and 
Personal with Pluto!  
After a few months from the first 
images presented to us of Pluto, 
New Horizons takes it up a notch. 
The images couldn’t transmit 
data back to Earth quickly 
because of the huge distance. 
This meant that back in July we 
got “quick snap shots”. Now, New 
Horizon scientists have been able 
to take longer images with more 
detail and resolution. The images 
are nothing short of breath 
taking. A beautiful range of 
majestic mountains, broad icy 
plains, icy dunes, and ancient 
craters. The smallest details on 
the new photos are about 0.5 
miles wide! 
 

 
Pluto image by NASA-SwRI 
 

Myth-conceptions!  
A myriad of “once in a life-time 
astronomical events” have 
flooded social media, e-mail, 
news, etc. for decades. Joining us 
this round is the hoax that Mars 
will be as large as the full Moon, 
37 identical moons will soon 
appear in the sky, NASA covered 
up evidence of a meteorite that 
would devastate Puerto Rico, the 
universe will be destroyed by the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and 
the lunar eclipse signals the end 
of the world. Although these may 
seem true, they are indeed not.  
Before you post/send anything 
that may seem “too good to be 
true” be sure to check your facts. 
A good place to start is 
Snopes.com. Also, check the 
source you received the 
information from. Are they a 
reliable source?  
So, when Puerto Rico is still here, 
the only thing the LHC has 
destroyed is subatomic particles, 
and the world has not ended, 
remember to be wise to doubt 
things that seem far-fetched. If all 
else fails, ask the professional 
astronomers at the Scobee 
Education Center. 
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San Antonio sky chart for mid-September about an hour after sunset. 

The actual number of stars you see depends upon local sky conditions and the effect of nearby city lights.  
Please note that East and West are NOT the "wrong way round" if you hold the chart over your head to the 

view of the sky. 
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Our “Lunar Eclipse Event” and Art Extravaganza will be available to all ages and is 
presented free of charge.  Doors open at 7:00 pm and close at 10:30 pm on Sunday, 
September 27th.  Clear skies are required for the telescopes.  For more information, call the 
Scobee Education Center at 210-486-0100. 
 

Special 
Events: 

September 27th’s Total Lunar 
Eclipse of the “Harvest Moon” 
 
On the evening of Sunday, 
September 27th, sky watchers across 
Europe, Southeast Asia, Africa, 
North America and South America 
will witness much, if not all of, a total 
lunar eclipse.  A lunar eclipse is one 
of the most visible and enjoyable of 
celestial events and this event should 
be spectacular!  To celebrate, 
the Scobee Education Center is 
planning a special “lunar eclipse 
event” for you to attend! 
 
Of course, our view of the lunar 
eclipse depends on the weather.  
If skies are clear, the earliest 
stages of the eclipse take place 
near both moonrise and sunset 
on Sunday, September 27th.  In 
fact, the first few minutes of the 
eclipse are not visible until the 
moon rises above our local 
horizon.  The most notable 
portions of any lunar eclipse take 
place when our lunar companion 
enters into the Earth’s darker 
shadow called the “umbra.”  For 
sky gazers across San Antonio 
and central Texas this starts at 
8:07 PM.  For the next hour, we will 
see the Earth’s shadow gradually 
creeping across the moon’s face as 
our lunar companion becomes 
immersed.  At 9:11 PM, the Moon is 
completely inside the Earth’s 
shadow and “totality” begins!   

During the breathtaking time of 
totality, the shadow on the moon’s 
face may be tinted orange or red.  
Do you know why?  In a total lunar 
eclipse, the Earth lies directly 
between the sun and the moon, 
causing the Earth to cast its shadow 
on lunar companion.  Sunlight 
streaming through the Earth’s 
atmosphere is tinted red or orange 
by its passage through our air.   
 
The middle of totality and our best 
views of the lunar eclipse happen at 
9:47 PM.  At this time we should be 

enjoying the sight of an orange-red 
moon above the southeastern 
horizon amidst the stars of the 
constellation Pisces.  With the 
autumnal equinox taking place just a 
few days prior, the full phase of 
September is usually known as the 

“Harvest Moon.”  Also of interest, 
the moon reaches its nearest point 
to the Earth this evening!  Because of 
its proximity to our planet, the moon 
will appear about 14% larger than 
average!  In fact, the Harvest Moon is 
the nearest full moon of the year! 
 
Totality ends at 10:23 PM with the 
moon leaving the Earth’s umbra.  
Now the partial phases appear in 
reverse as more and more of our 
lunar companion departs the Earth’s 
shadow.  The moon completely exits 
the umbra at 11:27 PM thereby 

putting an end to the most 
noticeable portions of the 
eclipse.  An hour later at 12:22 
AM, the moon leaves the Earth’s 
outer shadow, the penumbra, 
and this eclipse is over.  By the 
way, our next lunar eclipse takes 
place on January 31, 2018. 
 
To celebrate this total eclipse of 
the “Harvest Moon,” the Scobee 
Education Center is hosting a 
special eclipse watching event on 
Sunday, September 27th.  
Weather permitting, this FREE 
event will feature several 
telescopes set up outside of the 
Scobee Education Center near 
the base of the distinctive blue 
Charles E. Cheever, Jr. “Star 

Tower.”  In addition, to celebrate 
Hispanic Heritage month, local 
artists will have displays inside the 
Scobee Education Center for the 
public to enjoy.   
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Scobee Planetarium Friday Evening Show Information - September 

 

Fridays at 6:30 PM - “Little Star That Could”.  "The Little Star That Could" is a story about 
Little Star, an average yellow star in search for planets of his own to protect and warm.  Along 
the way, he meets other stars, learns what makes each star special, and discovers that stars 
combine to form star clusters and galaxies.  Eventually, Little Star finds his planets.  Each planet 
is introduced to the audience along with basic information about our Solar System.  “Little Star” 
features exquisite digital animation and should prove a success the youngest audiences. Family 
Show.  All Ages Admitted – 6:30pm show ONLY.  Tickets go on sale at 6:00PM. 
 

Fridays at 7:30 PM - “THE SKY TONIGHT” - This program takes the audience on a “live” 
tour of the wonders of the San Antonio night sky. The show highlights the Moon, the evening and morning planets, plus 
we’ll identify several of the brightest stars and constellations visible in the current night sky.  The Sky Tonight is a "live" 
lecture and is back by popular request.  Children must be 6 and above to attend.  Tickets go on sale at 7:00pm.  

Fridays at 9:00 PM –”EXTREME PLANETS” Ever since the first humans looked towards the stars we have wondered 
whether we are alone in the Universe. Today, we are one step closer to knowing the answer. With the discovery of the first 
planet orbiting another star in 1995, we now know that planets are not unique to our own Solar System. In fact, these 
"extra-solar" planets appear to be quite common. In “Extreme Planets,” we'll explore what makes a planet "Earth-like" and 
take a tour of several worlds that just might fit the conditions astronomers are looking for. Embark upon a celestial quest 
as we explore water worlds to molten landscapes, inhabitable moons to planets with multiple suns. Children must be 6 and 
above to attend.  Tickets go on sale at 8:30pm. 

Ticket Prices - Cash or Check Only.  Ticket sales begin 30 minutes prior to show time at the Ticket Office.  No Credit Cards 
are accepted at this time.  Capacity is exactly 100 seats.  Come early.  Shows start promptly and late admission is not 
permitted.  Tickets and seating are "first come-first served."  No reservations taken.  Each show lasts about 1 hour. 

Children age 17 and under - $4.00 per show         Seniors 65 and above - $4.00 per show 

Adults age 18 and above - $5.00 per show         Military with ID - $4.00 per show 

Students, faculty, & staff of Alamo Colleges $2.00 per show with current ID card. 

 

Parents, please do not ask us to waive the age restriction for the 7:30pm and 9:00pm shows.  

 

Sky 
Reader 

A publication of Scobee 
Education Center 

Planetarium at San 
Antonio College  

1819 N. Main Ave.        
San Antonio, TX  78212         

210-486-0100                    
sac-scobeectr@alamo.edu 

 Contact Us: 
Scobee Education Center  
     Director -  Richard Varner  
     Reservation Secretary – Gina Gutierrez – sac-scobeectr@alamo.edu  

Scobee Planetarium 
     Planetarium Coordinator – Bob Kelley – bkelley@alamo.edu 
     Planetarium Academic Program Specialist – Michelle Risse – mrisse@alamo.edu 

Challenger Learning Center 
     Academic Program Coordinator – Jennifer Becerra – jbecerra6@alamo.edu  
     Academic Program Specialist – Celina Terrones – cterrones@alamo.edu 
     Micronaut Academic Program Specialist – Ellen White – ewhite69@alamo.edu  

 

For latest information and events: 
Like us on Facebook –  www.facebook/scobeeplanetarium 
Follow us on Twitter – https://twitter.com/sac_scobee 
Find us on Instagram –  http://instagram.com/sac_scobee 
Pin us for great activities – www.pinterest.com/SAC_Scobee/ 
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